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A Sea Without Fish Life
In the Great Lakes, sea lampreys are a scourge. In Europe, they’re an endangered cultural treasure. Can biologists suppress—and save—the species?
The Double Life of an American Lake Monster
Across many different taxa, there are a number of common names assigned to species that have racist, xenophobic, or other ethically troubling connotations. These names present significant challenges ...
Alien language: What’s in a (species) name?
Paleontologists, seeking to learn about prehistoric ocean life, have been flocking to a place that’s about as far from the ocean as you can get: dry, dusty western Kansas. What they’re finding could ...
Eighty Million Years Ago, Western Kansas was Covered by Water. What Can Prehistoric Ocean Life Teach us Today?
“Sustainable fishing practices follow a management system that enables fishing to occur without ... to find fish more efficiently, catch lots of fish quickly and stay at sea longer.
What Is Sustainable Fish, and Why Is It Better for the Earth?
IF you’re potty about penguins, fascinated by fish or soppy over seals, then you should definitely head to SEA LIFE Hunstanton. It was meant to be a day out for the kids, but we grown-ups ...
Give your kids a great day out at SEA LIFE with TWO free tickets from Sun SuperDays worth £47
As a coastal explorer, I’ve found there are two strategies to discover the tide pools: Cover a great distance or sit for long periods at a good pool and wait for the sea life to move about.
8 SoCal tide pools to view magical sea life this weekend
Rising concern about possible environmental damage from the active ingredients in sunscreens could have ripple effects on public health if it causes people to use less of them.
Do chemicals in sunscreens threaten aquatic life?
And the angler fish, with its devilish looks illuminated ... scientists believed that life was impossible beyond a few hundred metres. “They imagined that there was nothing, because of the ...
Life In The Abyss, A Spectacular And Fragile Struggle For Survival
Ocean Farm 1, in Trondelag, Norway, has been called the world’s first offshore fish farm. Photograph: SalMar ASA/PA Deep-sea aquaculture ... could wreak on marine life The enclosures stretch ...
Offshore fish farms: a new wave of food production … or the ‘wild west’ of ocean pollution?
In a move reflective of a viral meme, a new study shows that an ancient fish really did evolve to walk out of the water, only to then go back to the sea.
This fish evolved to walk on land — then said 'nope' and went back to the water
Have you ever seen a fish wearing sunblock? Of course not, because they possess natural compounds that protect them from the negative effects of that big yellow star in the sky.
Arcaea Acquires Gadusol To Speed Development Of Natural Sunscreen That Protects You Like A Fish
Tinned fish, or conserva, is a tradition in Spain ... These make a good addition to a pantry — the cans have a four-year shelf life. Available at Big Y, Roche Bros., and Whole Foods Market ...
Tinned fish in a sea of global flavors
The World Atlas estimates there are about 3.5 trillion fish living in the ocean with about 18,000 different species identified. Water is an essential part of daily life ... the sea or in the ...
Do all fish need to drink water? How freshwater vs. saltwater fish process water.
Virtually all marine life—fish, turtles, sharks ... rests on the shoulders of the microscopic but mighty phytoplankton. Without vital nutrients such as phosphorus, the growth of these tiny ...
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